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TAKE IT C R
LEAVE IT
^x..>u^' ' v^ ^ I
"^
We have in this coimtry the
^} j^i^l \ /^V English Country Eance Society
/I with branches in several cities;
The Royal Scottish Country Dance
Society with hranches in several
cities in the United States and Canada; as well as many
ethnic dance groups all over the country. Why can't we
have a Traditional Dance Society of America? And by
America I mean to include Canada. Perhaps this is too
big a country for anything like a national society but
certainly there could be sectional Traditional Dance
Societies,
Such a group is in the process of forming
for New England and Eastern Canada, and I, for one, am
all in favor of it.
There are few square dance clubs
in which lovers of traditional dances feels welcome.
It seems that the whole dance world is organizing into
clubs, so why can't the people who like to square dance
but are not fanatics about it, have a club in their
area where they can go to enjoy relaxed, comfortable
dancing in traditional style, music and figures? If
you can think of a logical reason why they should be
scorned and left out in the cold I sure would like to
hear it. So would Dr. Harold Eearney of New Sharon,
Maine
,
I am NOT dreaming of evenings of "Red River 7al
ley," "Solomon Levi," or "Turkey in the Straw". Neither
am I advocating an evening of "Bucket of Worms" "Divide
and Pair," or "Nose to Nose Sashay",
Something interes-















Stony Brook State Ifeiversity, N .Y.
"My mother and my father when coming to the fair,
Ach Jal Ach Jai
They haven't got raiich money and it*9 little that
they care because .
Sq-uare dancers, callers and leaders who'll be in
New York City and Long Island for the 1964 World's
Fair, starting in April, will have a wonderful chance
to have inexpensive fxm, and learn more about their
square dance hobby or profession.
The first stop that I would recommend, after a
stop at Mary Ann & Michael Herman's yolk Dance Honso
at 108 West l6th St.(tel. WA9-06¥l'), and May Gadd<a
Cotintry Banco Society at 55 Christopher St, (tel. AL5-
8895), woidd be the ^2nd Street (and fifth Avenue) New
York City Public Library (tel. 0X5-^200), There are at
leQSt three places in this imposing ediface of inter-
est to those in ooir field. First, there »s the record
library containing l.p sqiiare dance albtims and 76 rpm
records and alb-ums ntunbering in the htindreds. Second,
there is the pictiire library which has over 100 sc^-uare
dance pictiires and thousands of dance pictures In gen-
eral fran all over the world. Third, there is the
dance library^ a special group of rooms on the first
floor, Althotigh at first glance, ballet and modern
dance seem to predcaninate, there is a sizeable collec-
tion of folk and square dance publications, including;
all issiifis of Northern Junket , Sets In Order . American
Squares . The Country Dancer , Midwest Dancer ,
Across the street from the north exit to the Pub-
lic Library is a "wigwam" which, strangely enough, be-
side some Indian blankets, has a large western wear
and western item display. Just down the block <m 6th
Avenue and 42nd Street, is one of many hearby Back
Date Magazine shops, where you can get copies of Nat-
ional Magazines that have had square dance articles in
them that you may have missed. For example, December,
1950 of Nation^s Business ; December I96O of Today's
Health; December I962, Ibony . You will find longish
articles on square dancing in back issues of the Satur
day Plvening Post . A merican Mercury . Reader's Digest .
American Magazine and New Yorker .
As for places where you are apt to have a chance
to dance, places the Folk Dance House and Country
Dance Society can tell you about, call T3N5-6000 and
ask for Dr. Richard Krause. He has either Monday or
Friday night dances in Teachers College, Columbia UniT.
depending on the time of the year. Call RI9-7000 (the
Riverside Church ntimber, Broadway & 12Gth Street) and
ask for Bart Haigh's next Friday night dance. In warm
weather they dance on the open roof, which is most
comfortable; or call Broadway Congregational Church,
(C17-O387) and inq-uire when Bart's next Sunday night
will be held. Those who prefer night clubbing will en-
joy, as part of a Gray Line tour, or by oneself, the
Village Barn Restaurant and Night Club, where regular
caller Piute Pete or sub Bart Haigh call sq.\mr8 dances
after the 2 floor shows (approx, 9''30 and 11:45 p.m.).
Call the Park Department number, HE4-1000, and ask
when Joe and Alice Nash will be at Central Park, Poe
Park in the Bronx, or in Lost Battalion Hall in Queens




The Adam Hat Shop at Madison Avenue Garden at
50th Street and 8th Avenue has a fine display of west
ern shirts, pants, beljrs, etc; Herman Fredericks just
down the block, the same. For other western-wear shops
see your yellow pages.
til
other places that frequently sponsor dances iH
Manhattan are; McBumey Y.M.CA. at 23rd Street (tel.
CH3-1982); Sloan House Y.M.CA. at 34th St. (tel. '0X5
5133); Y.W.C.A. on Lexington Avenue, (tel, PL3-4700)
Y.M.H.A. at 92nd Street (tel. AT9-2400); Metropolitan-
Duane Church at 201 West 13th Street; and the American
Youth Hostel,
If you want to get out of the hot city on a Thurs
day night, I*d recommend getting a train to Wanragh,
then a bus to Jones Beach, G-o to the dance shell, and
hear the excellent square dance musical arrangements
of The Top Hands, with caller, Don Durlacher, the "cal-
ler you can utiderstand", at the helm. Call Don Durlach
er at M07-8807, and he will tell you his July and Aug-
ust seven nights a week free public square dances that
he calls. All in all there's no reason at all for a
square dancer not being able to find a suitable place
for fun and recreation when visiting the World's Fair,
if he really wants to do so.
The Ninth Annual Santa Barbara Folk Dance Conference
will be held August 16-23, at the University of Cal-
if ornia, Santa Barbara. Staff includes: Andor Czcmpo,
Hungarian dances; Danni Dassa, Israeli dances; Elsie
Dimin, Balkan dances; Vincent Bvanchuk, T3krainiaii. dan-
ces; Madelynne Greene, European dances; Bruce Johnson,
Square and Round dances; Anatol ^Joiakousky^ Balkan and
European dances; Mn. Pillich, Social dances; C. Stew-
art Smith, Scottish Country, danpes; Ed Kremers, Source
materials, ..T¥rite to: Department; E, University Exten-
sion, Univ.- .of California, Los i\jigeies, Cal:ifornla«
Polk Dancing for the Family, / A series of. four Sunday
afternoons, March 8, April 12, May 10 and; June 14,
Easy dances of many countries; simple New England
squares and contras, Fdl parents - bring your children,
all ages welcome; Students, bring your parents; Grand-
parents, bring your grandchildren; All other catego-
ries - bring nephews, nieces, neighbors, etcj The pro-
gram is for families together - NOT a place to "Dump"
your childrenl Call the Taylors, 862-71^, Lexington,




Yotaig people between 12 and 20 years old sure are
fxinnyl They* re impilslve but reliable? they're happy
one minute and in the depths of despair the next; they
have ambitions and dreams but can^t quite figure out
how to reach them; they're screaming to be individuals
today and dying to be one of the ''gang" tODOorow, Yes,
they're funny all right, but please don't try to con-
vince them of that. Teens take themselves and every-
thing they do quite seriously* When they decide S(ane-
thing is fun, interesting, etc. they'll put everything
they've got into making it a success.
It's no wonder then, that almost immediately af-
ter Lloyd Shaw launched modem square dancing on its
way, teens discovered it, tried it, and adopted it as
their own. Square dancing found itself with new cham-
pions whose by-words were color, vitality, and chal-
lenge. That was about 15 years ago, but what about
teens in square dancing today? How do they get started?
What kinds of clubs are open to young people? What
level of dancing is preferred by teens? What makes the
teen dancer stddenly lose interest and quit? And on
the other hand, what is it that makes other young dan-
cers take their hobby with them into adulthood? What
(
kind of callers should work with teens? What about
teen age callers thelselves? To anyone interested in
promoting square dancing among young people these are
questions that will have to be answered somewhere a-
long the line.
In the next few months this series will take up
these and other points in a concentrated effort to ad-
vance a three-point programs (l) recr-uit more teens
and pre-teens into sq-uare dancing; (2) /rc;ep those who
are now dancing active and interested; (3 * clear up at
least some of the problems facing the oijianization of
youth in the square dance picture. We don't pretend to
know all of the answers; all of the material presented
here will be based on our own experience and that of
others who have graciously taken the time to help us.
Now let's go back to our first point on getting
teens interested in square dancing as a hobby* Here
lies a job that with some imagination could be tackled
from several angles. The age bracket of youngsters is
important - a good idea for arousing interest in older
teens might not work with younger people* A good basic
plan is what we might call the "show me" strategy.
Teen agers are like people from Missouri; they have to
be shown that square dancing is for anyone but (and
please forgive the term) "squares" - that it reqtdres
timing, poise, and rhythm. Teens respond when they are
impressed by something new, and so we must impress
them one way or another.
Our own method for recruiting teens and young a-
dults in the 1? to 20 age group is obvious, easy, and
never fails. Keeping in mind that we^re trying to sell
square dancing just as hard as any door-to-door sales-
man, we take a couple of friends with us whenever we
know we^re headed for an especially lively dance. Jam-
borees and festivals are great for this sort of thing.
We want these kids to see a floor fiill of colorful dan
cers swaying and shuffling to the music, to hear a tal
ented caller using modern square dance music and up-to
date figures, and atove all, to watch the fun and
friendship that invades every square dance hall« We've
seen dancers, who are just enjoying themselves as al-
ways, -unknowingly charm our friends right into a "begin
ner class*
The "Show Me" plan, slightly adjusted, can also
work for the yc-unger set, pre-teen through 16, Young
high schoolers like to be dazzled as well as impressed*
Parents can plead, teachers can talk all day and all
night, but no one is going to persuade these young-
sters that square dancing is this, that, or the other
thing. They also have to be shown, but in a way slight
ly different from that which was just mentioned. The
idea here is this; young teens naturally loathe the
sound of the word "lesson" or any synonym. They've had
music or ballet lessons for years that probably never
amoimted to much, and they're not about to be thrown
into square dance lessons until they're guaranteed
something will cone of it. Planting a little initia-
tive in teen minds are all part of the game and we've
found that demonstrations, as elaborate as they can be
work like a charm.
We tried such an exhibition, complete with color-
ful costumes, picturesque figures and patterns, and ex
eel lent music, in our own high school several ysars
ago. The response was amazing, Vfe had shown these po-
tential yoTjng dancers more than just what goes on at
square dances; we entertained them, got our message a-
crose, and pleasantly surprised them, VariationtJ of
this same idea have met with considerable success in
the ChiiSago area» Whenever we can we also try to get
the teens to actually dance a number or two.
This last ideiQ. of uBing demonstrations is prob-
ably the "best way to reach yotingsters who have no re-
mote connection with sqiiare dancers and who would have
no other opportunity of ever coming in contact with
square dancing in general* Hov/over, we, don't mean to
imply that exhibitions and taking people to actual dan
ces are always necessary to give someone that extra
push Into a new dancers class, Bffsetive advertising,
well-written and illustrated, often proves in itself
to be a powerful recruiter* Local and neighborhood
newspapers, strategically _ placed signs and announce-
ments, radio, and direct mail advertising have all




. Working through B4CA ' s ,' scouting organi zati ons
,
church youthi groups and the like wtlX usually produce
fine results. A major factor that. favors premotion
through large or^nizations such as ,1 these is that if
several t^ens are. interested, they will have the secu-
rity of . knowing. thaV at least a. few friendly faces
will be neiarby when tiaey take the. pltangc. Also age,in
in large groups, vjord«^of-mduth. advertising is terrifi-
cally e ffective
•
- ¥e know of several hationally prominent demonstr
4tion groiips that had their origins in city park dis-
tricts and school systems. We o-prselves haven *t had ex-
perience in this line because of all the red tape that
would be involved trying such a set-up in Chicago.This
type of promotion however, seems ideal for the smaller
19
cities and suburban areas. We note here also that a de<
monstration or exhibition as the one we mentioned earl-
ier would be an excellent kick-off for a city-wide pro
motion of teen sqtiare dancing.
We*ve tried to cover the most important means of
reaching teens with the idea of spreading the sqiiare
dance movement over a wider age bracket* We know that
we mush have overlooked some ideas that could be shar-
ed - some of your ideas. Let us know how you worked
your pronotion of youth in square dancing so we dan
share it with others*
Reprints of this article may be obtained by writing to
Edwards Record Service, P*0, Box 19^, Park Ridge i 111.
and requesting it, mentioning Northern Junket*
if
.
The 27th Annual National Polk Festival will be held in
Covington, Kentucky, the first weekend in June* Write
to Sarah Gertrude Enott, 302 Court St* Covington, Ky.
for further informaticm.
Lynn Rohrboijgh, Delaware, Ohio, diredtor of the Go-op
Recreation Service, announces the release of A LOG of
800 songs from 65 nations with teaching tapes, IP's
etc. Write to him for further details*
If you like LP recordings of wonderful pelka music you
better write to Dala Records, P.O. Box 101, Rockville,
Conn, and request your name be placed on their mailing
list of albums, both monaural and stereo*
'"'> ' .)'':•»'
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They dropped in to break bread with us on a Sun-
day night and while Helen was cooking up a Welsh Rare-
bit out in the kitchen we turned on the record player
to listen to some recordings of good fiddle music as
both our guests enjoyed good music and she was a fine
musician in her own right.
As I was taking off a Tl-Jean Carrignan record
and putting on one by Sleepy Marlin, she told of dan-
cing in her younger days in her native town of Milan,
Quebec, At that time Milan was predominantly Scottish.
Uow the only place in town that was large enough to
dance in was the church vestry, but the "Elders of the
Church seemed to take a very dim view of any dancing
in the church building. Hovrever, at all church suppers
the young folks volimteered to do the dishes, Now as
soon as the dishes had been polished up and put away
and all wagon loads of older folks were out of ear
shot on their way homeward, out came a fiddle and a
mouth organ. Dancing began with some quadrilles plus
some Scottish reels which we now call contras.
12
The Bldsrs had salved their respective conscien-
ces by verbally fr-owning on dancing in the biiilding
before th^?y left for home, but the odds were ten to
one that they knew exactly what was diie to happen and
probably had done the same thing themselves years be-
fore,
Now comes the coincidence. Our guests had never
disci-:.ssed this sitiiation together before this, but he
spoke up - though his native town was right over her©
in nearby Brookline, New Hampshire. The self same pro
cedure occurred at every church supper in Brookline,
though the music was a one piece orchestra; one girl
sitting on a high four-legged stool playing a mouth
or^an and beating out the time on the bottom of a
large dish pan with the stove poker.
Same older folks going home after the supper -
making believe they didnH know what was going to lap
pen - same rules from the Elders; same excuse that
the yoyngsters had to stay and finish the dishes
»
As these folks have grandchildren, who, like our
own are in their teens, you can easily see that this
occurronce took place shortly after the turn of the
las5 5 cent-,:/,
Today, dancing is not frowned upon in the manner
It was by some folks then, and the development of the
record players and the availability of proper places
to dance jxive made it easier for people of all ages to
go I together for this fine form of relaxation. But -
from the time history began, folks have wanted to
dance and have found ways of doing so, and til time
ends they will continue to do so. The foregoing is
merely an example of how folks found one way to do it.
13
Dear Friend: y^^ Oo#-^"T^ '< ~^^
I have emb&Tked. on a pro- '~^ t^' -S^)
ject of considerable intere si;- '[^^ .^/\/'
I hope - to those in the i<ysQ- /^^^''^'j:^^ ^l}^-ij^s'{\^.
front of the folk dance field^<_^^-~---'^^/^
This preliminary announcement 4'y_'^'^Z^- h^i:^^ ^^
is being sent to just a small ,-^^( i<'"-^^:i^:^^':^
handful of teachers and lea;d-:='-:^ -^^^i k^J^J
^'
ers whom I know to be in
that category.
Most of you who are '^\-^/^'''' ^--^'^S^^^ i ^-.^^
receiving this letter have \J>v v'
"'"^'^'^ ~'^
been folk dance teachers for\,V'
'^
many years. I consider you ""^^ij^^
lucky in that respect. I ^.^,/'"^
didn't become really in- ' ^'y-'j^f
volved in this field untilfYv 'A\
six ye&rs ago, and I hateQiU:/0].
to think of all the time '^OjJ'^-^"
I lost* But I have harvest-
ied such a great amount of satisfaction and fulfillment
during these last few years both as a folk dancer and
folk dance teacher, that I a, anxious to do something
to make it possible for others to do the sajne.
It has also been my good fortune to do quite a
bit of travelling about the v;orld during the last few
years, and I have Just returned from an eight week
trip which completely encircled the globe. I sought
out folk dance experiences wherever I could, and I
came to realize, as never before that people who can
dance together just can^t hate each other* I dcaiH
think there is an iota of realization in high places,
as to the potential value of international folk dan-
cing as a means of cementing international relations.
Glancing through the Hew York phme book, I find
committees and foundations for the advancement of ev-
erything from Arab Affairs to Yoga* I feel that tl^
time has come for the creation of an institution which
will devote itself wholeheartedly to the advancement
of folk dancing,
I have therefore organized an educational founda-
tion, to he called the INTERMTIOML POLE MNC5E FCfUN-
MTION, INC., which has been incorporated under the
laws of the State of New York, The principal purposes
of this Foundation, as stated in its by-laws, will be:
"To encourage and bring to people an awareness of
and interest in international folk dancing, and to
give financial aid, facilities and equipnent for the
development of interest in and teaching of interna-
tional folk dancing. To create and encourage the estab
lishment of classes in educational cultural and other
public institutions, for teaching the aforesaid sub-
ject. Through encouragement of folk dance groups and
interest in folk dancing, to provide available media
for fostering wholesome and sympathetic understanding
between peoples of diverse origins and nationalities,
toward better appreciation, attachment and spirit of
acceptance of each other. From time to time, to bring
folk dancers from various parts of the world together,
as a step toward accomplishing greater rapport and
good-will among the nations,"
I am contributing all of the initial capital my-
self. Katurany the budget will be a bit more modest
than that of the Ford Foundation, but it's a beginning!
We will feel our way carefully and try to spend our
money Judiciously, in whatever manner will most sub-
stantially advance the aims recited above,
A general announcement of this Foundation will be
made shortly. Meanwhile, I would very much like to
hear from you who are receiving this letter. I»m look-
ing for ideas, criticism, suggestions with regard to
pressing needs in the folk dance field, and perhaps
Just a few words of encouragement.
Since my knowledge of the "leading lights" in the
folk dance field is incomplete, I would also welcome
the names of people whom you feel wo-uld "be interested
in receiving a copy of this preliminary annomicement.
Well, this is the first piece of correspondence
to be issiied on "behalf of the International Polk Dance
Foundation, Inc. I hope it will be the forerunner of
many more, and the beginning of a fruitful effort to
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19th AMUAL
N.H, FOLK FESTIVAL
Sponsored by The N,H. Folk Federation
Saturday, May 23rd, 196^
Spring Street Junior High, Nashua, N.H.
LIVS MUSIC - YOUTH PROGRAM - MISICIAN'S MUSTBH
General Dancing Crafts Ixhibitions
ADMISSICai
Afternoon: Children »25^ Evening: Children ,50^
Adul'vS .53^ Adults $1,00
COMB QNB. CCME ALL COMB 0I5B, .COKIT Ali
i6
U%. s^iiMM
The 22nd Ann-ual Country Dance Society-
weekend at Pinewoods Camp, Long Pond, vr^/
Plymouth, Mass., will te held 26-29,
|-j:l
starting with supp^-^r Friday night ;f '-l
and ending with breakfast Monday
^^'
H
morning. In addition to dancing
parties all three evenings, there"^
will he dance classes in the four
open-air pavilions among the pines
all day Saturday and Sunday, Classes for beginners and
for more experienced dancers are held simultaneously in
different pavilions. There will be classes in Bnglish
country, morris and sword dancing and in American con-
tra and sqimre» Live music for both classes and parties
adds that extra lift that helps make the weekend so mem
orable#
Betv/een the morning classes there is a short break for
folk singing, with a longer song session after the even
ing parties. There will also be an after-party in the
camphouse Saturday night.
Between dance sessions, the clear, cool lake, with its
sandy bottom, diving raft, and canoes, offers v/elcome
diversion. Folks sleep in screened, electric-lighted
cabins, and eat in the open-air dining room overlooking
the lake.
This year's staff includes: Rod Linnell, for squares
and contras; Genevieve Shimer, Bob Hider, Art Cornelius,
and "Cajy" Cajole t for the various "English dance clas-
eeo; and Al Kurd leading the singing.
Cost of the weekend is $25,00» Write the Country Dance
Society, 3 Joy St» Boston, Mass*, for registration
blank and further information. It will help C.D.S* if
you will specify on your registration whether you need
a ride to camp or can take one or more passengers.
um
The Philadelphia, Pa. Folk Dance Center announces plans
for a Memorial Day Weekend, Bfe-y 29th, 30th & 31st, 196^,
at YMCA Hilltop Lodge, Downington, Penna, For further
information write to: Mrs Claire Cohen, 1359 W. Indian
Creek Drive, Philadelphia 51t Penna,
Connecticut College School of the Dance announces its
17th session will he held July 5 to August 16, at the
college, New London, Conn*
As part of Baltimore's "Star Spangled Banner Festival"
honoring the 150th anniversary of the writing of the
National Anthem, the Mason-Dixon Square Dancers Federa-
tion and Square Dance Leaders of the Baltimore Area are
holding a "Star Spangled Banner Square Dance Festival"
at the Civic Center, Baltimore, Maryland, August 28-29.
More information from: Ted & Agnes Lent, 905 Conowingo
Road, Bel Air, Maryland, 21014,
Write to Folk-Legacy Records, Inc* Huntington, Vt, for
their catalog'-»fhe Finest in Folk Music Recordings,"
The Cantahrigia Bookshop, specialists in books on folk
and square dance, folklore, music, etc, is now located
at 16 Park Avenue, Cambridge, M&ss, Write for their new




hy SAMH GEETRUDB KNOTT
What does the ITational Polk Festival want for
program? V/hat kinds of folk music, dances, legends
will be presented at the National Folk Festival?
HSBE AHl SCME OF THE MSWEHSI
There is not a very clear tinderstanding as to
what we are looking for in connection with the program
of the Naiional Folk Festival, It is so simple, it la
sometimes not -understood.
We are looking for folk songs, music, dances,
legends and customs of all kinds that we ad Kentuck-
ians used as we have sat around the fire in wintertime,
or as we met at church, or in home gatherings.
We want to include some of these along with those
that will be brought from about 20 states. Some of the
participants are of different races and nationalities;
some of the folk songs and dances have grown up in our
own country; while others have been brought from Old
Homelands and have been used here so long that they
have become rooted and are our very own,
Kentucky has long been known as one of the rich-
est "seed teds" of Anglo-Saxon folklore in the U,S,A..
Are we living. on our past reputation?
last year, I started a Folk Music Survey for the
Department of Ccmmerce, and Kentucky Council of Per-
forming Arts, There was not time to finish the Survey
but from the information received from about 250 q-ues-
tionnaires, and from efforts to find the best folk
singers and dancers for the National Festival held in
Covington last May, I have come to the reluctant con-
clusion that there is not much left of the original
roots which Cecil Sharp, and early collectors, found
in such abundance, let us find for sure! Join us in
the hunt in Ohio and Kentucky I
HAEDS 07ER THE WATER
Folk songs and dances have crossed over the river,
not even knowing that it exists, Ohio has much of the
same Anglo-Saxon lore as Kentucky. But Kentucky has
not the variety of ethnic groups to bo found in Ohio.
Cleveland, Toledo, and other Ohio cities have a great
variety of folk music, dances, customs, more lately
brou^t from Old-Homelands and encoiiraged by the Cleve
land Folk FestJival, and different cul"tural, recreation
al groups, A number of these groups have been regular
participants in NFF, We hope that they will join this
year - - Rumanians, Czechs, Polish, Ukrainians, Negro,
and others,
A SPECIAL SEARCH FCH:
British Ballads and Folk Songs, such as Barbara
Allen, Lord Lovel, Gypsy Davy, Cuckoo, Cherry Tree
Carol, Black Jack Davey,
Songs which grew up here, like Doggett's Gap, Hat
fields and McCoys, Springfield Mountain, Wreck of the
C. and 0, Casey Jones,
20
American Square Dance, line, circ3.e, sqimre; line
as most often foiand in Hew England, the circle as the
Southern Appalachians, the Western Square which proba-
hly developed from the Kentucky Mountain Running Set.
Shapenote songs from old Cherished "books, Notes
are sung first, then the words, from books handed down
for generations. Christian Barmony, Kentucky Harmony,
Sacred Harp and others. These songs are familiar to
many Kentuckians because of the Benton Old Ifermony
Singing carried on for more than 75 years.
'4^^W
Old Christmas celebration, Memorial Services and
other such custans in Prestonburg and other sections
of the moimtains,
Singing-Games, Negro and white transplanted frcan
the British Isles, and those which have sprung up her©
such, as - Paw Paw Patch, Weevily Wheat,. Miller Boy,
Goin* Dovm to Cairo, .
Church of Jesus Christ of latter Day Saints (op
the Mormons), with their songs made on the trek to
Utah, and many others,
Worksongs, Lining Hymns and Negro Spirittialfl -
sung naturally, not the arranged kinds. Are they still
sung in rural and city churches in Kentucky and Ohio?
Are work-songs ever used to help get the day's work
done?
Negro folk tales - Uncle Remus, Brer Rabbit and
the Ground Pea Patch, and other animal tales.
Ghost tales, witch tales, tall tales? What are
the chief superstitions?
street cries - Where can we find the street cries
- The coal man? Umbrellas to mend? Pish? Fruit?
Coal miner's song, aroiand Central City and Green-
ville, where Merle Travis came from. Who sings them?
Songs' collected "by George Eors on and put in his book.
Coal DT3Bt on the Flddlev What about the guitar picker
and banjoist who taught Merle Travis?
River songs. Where are the men from whom Mary
Wheeler of Paducah got the songs in her Steamboatin'
Days and Rotistabout Songs?
I
Shaker Music, Little can be found. There are few
now living who ever heard the songs once \ised at Sha-*
kertown at Pleasant Hill, Kentucky, or at Auburn, May-
be we shall have Clarice Carr and her group come from
Enfield, New Hampshire, They are not Shakers, but they
know their spirit and sing with the same simplicity
for, which Shakers were noted. At the University of Wis-
consin, Mr Forrest Coggins has a group which does dan-
ces based on the Shaker tradition as described in sev-
eral books still available.
German folk -inusic and dances. Where are they? Let
us look in Cincinnati, in Louisville, and all around
and find the Singing Societies; the Brass Bands; the
German dancers. Who can tell us?
:Bnglish folk dances, Morris, sword, and country,
Berea, Hindman, and the Campbell Folk School have long
specialized in these dances first brought to the coun-
try by Cecil Sharp in 1911. Where else are they used?
Southern Appalachian Square Dance, Running Set -
Where are the best examples done by those who have al-
ways known them, having had them handed down from gen-
eration to generation? What other kinds of sqxiare dan-
ces are used?
Fiddlers, Eanjo Pickers, Jew's Harp, Harmonica,
Dulcimer, Guitarists, and other Folk Musicians • Char*
lie Hahn of Frankfort and his group have rounded Tq>
banjo players and fiddlers. Who knows where others -
dulcimer players - can "be found, Berea and Hindman
have theirs* Who else?
lEale Tellers, Leonard Roberts now living at Buck-
hannon. West Virginia, is one of the best. Who else
knows the stories contained in his ©outh Frcan Hell Per
Sartin?
Superstitions, Everybody's superstitious but few
will admit it. How can we use superstitions on NFF pro
grams? Who will try?
Indian Legends and Lore, What is left of legend
and lore of the Indians whose names have been given to
our cities and streams. What evidences are left of the
people who first inhabited Kentucky?
'aim
i.
Railroad Songs, What songs have been made up a-
bout railroad heroes of the L & N, & 0, or other
roads? What work songs have been used in tamping ties?
Southern Appalachian, We are especially interes-
ted in finding what is left in Eastern Kentucky which
has been called "the Folk Capital". Also we want this
year's National Festival especially to bring the best
folk talent from all the Southern Appalachian States -
West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina and others. We
hope this year's National will bring closer, these
states, for cooperations in folk activities.
Arts and Crafts, This shoiold "be an important as-
pect of this year's program. We hope all participating
groups v/ill bring Arts and Crafts for exhibit. Do you
have a weaver? A spinner? A potter? A basket maker?
Those are the things for which we are searching.
We are open to suggestions. Please let us know of any
talent around you.
—'^ % \ \ ^'^^N, (y / '^
AMOUNCES - THE 196^ POLK MNCE WEEK - June 28 - July 5
with JIRRY JCBIS LINDSAY ^
First meal, siipper, June 28th - Last meal, breakfast,
July 5. COST: $60.00 pays everything - food, lodgings,
insurance, leadership, etc. etc.
Encouraged to attend are: Folk Dancers of all abilities


























Couples 1, 3» 5» etc active
Do NOT cross over
Active ladies do si do with the second gent
i|ctive gents do si do with second ladies
Down the center with Jjartner, same way hack
Cast off, balance and swing partner












o } P PIV- f • o a. o
Allemande left the corner
Come "back, swing partner
Intro: Bow to partner, then-:
to partner.
All join hands circle left
Circle once arotind Circle
hack the other way
Grand right and left
Head two couples rightiahd loft through, tuyn the girls
around. Side two couples right and left through
Then you promenade one-quarter round
Four ladies chain, grand chain, across the ring
The girls chain hack and your partner swing
To Pretoria hoorayl Repeat once more
Break: Grand square. Grand right and left all the way-
Repeat dance twice more






IDIffl ROBIN (HOBIN DOIG)
A Welsh no-partn^r dance
Records: His Master* s Voice B9892
. Pelyee S]5» 226
Fart 1« In a single circle, without partners • hands
comfortably jMned at shoulder height (elbows
bent)
S^yij^K-.f All move to the right (Ccw) with ei^t running
^>^\^ steps beginning rai the right foot. lUhe eighth
T&- step should be slightly toward the center of
•);.«•' the circle and taking full weight (on the 1.
foot) with a sli^t bend of the left knee.
Drop hands, and all turn in place (Cw) with k




'i^if^. Rejoin hands and stamp six times in place as
•ISb follows: Stamp right, pause, quickly stamp
^^i^^ left and right, short pause, quickly stamp
left and right again, pause, stamp left«
(R L,R—L,R L)
Part 2. Still facing center of circle, dance ^ light
and bouncy step-swings in place starting on
the right foot.
V;ii^'V: \
•*{•' stamp 6 times in place exactly as in Part 1.
THE MIDWEST mNCHR




Monthly Except Jtily & Augiiet
Single Copies - 25^
Per Year - $2.00 .
THE IPHISTLB
A Magazine For Scottish Dancers
Descriptions - Background - History
Reviews - C<anparispns
. Occasional Q,nizzes and Yerse
Times And Places For Dancing In Canada
(U.S, Data Also Accepted)
Six Copies Per Year, $1.25
3515 Fraser St. Vancouver 10, B*0*
WANTED
Copies of old recipe books, the privately printed ones
gathered together by Ladies* Aid Groups ^ Rebeckahs, or
Churches & Granges. AliTD old dance & festival programs,
Convention Programs. Don't throw them away# Send them
to me. I collect them as a part of a research project
I am working on. ALSO any old-time dance music. ^end
tos






at MST HILL i'ARM, TROY, l.H.
SEPTEMBER 9 • l4, 1964
with an outstanding staff:
Belgian Dances








RCSlvlARIE RATHS * Swiss Dances
Wl & MARY-FRANCES BUNNIMG - Craf;^s
$59.00 full time
For more information and camp folder write to;
Mrs, AD& PAGE, Regis,trar, 11? Washington St. Keeme N.H,
International Foods - Nightly Parties - Comfortable
Cabins - Swimming Pools - Beginners Welcomed. - Tell
Your Friends About This Week Of Comfortable, Relaxed
Dancing.
. . CQME ONE! COME ALL!
MuGical Mixer Fun - $1.00
"by Ray Olson
Tranjanka - $1,00
the Dick Criiin Songbook
words, music, guitar chords
Dancing Back the Clock - $1,50
directions for 9^ Old Time English Round Dances
Dakota Square Dance - $1.50
by J, Leonard Jennewein
5 Years of Sqiiare Dancing - $2.50
compilation of sq.uares in Sets In Order
New Hampshire Camp Notebook « $2,10
200 dances - sqiiare - contra - folk - songs - recipes
N.H. Camp lare - $1.50
by Ada Page - favorite recipes of N.H, Gamps
Country Kitchen - $1.75
192 pages of recipes from Monadnock Region of N.H»
COMPL^O?"^ YOUR PILE OF NCRTIFIRN JIMKBT
we have many of the hfeck issues
volumes 1 through 6 @ .50^ each
volumes 7 to date @ ,30^ each






A Book On The, Contra Dance
containing interesting descriptions, instructions and
music for the beginner and the expert.
Price $1,50 prepaid
ED MOODY, Box 57
Hollis, N.H.
It It it tt n n n n ft tt n n tf It If It tt II It It II if V ti ti If R It II
THB HOUNDUP '
Published by:
THE S<iUARB D^CE FSDERATION OF MINN» INC.
Sq^uare Dance Workshops* Hound Dance Houtines, as well
as news of the area and a list of Coning Events & ppea
Dances, $3.00 per year.
Box ^339 Central Ave, Sta.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55^18
It It n tt II n 11 tt n II If It n It It n If II It It tt It tt It It tt n
The Canadian Polk Dance Service carries a full line of
NEW SCOTTISH HECCED$. Write for .their list at 605 King
St, West, Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada.
n II It n n It 11 11 II II II It II 11 II tt It u It II II II II It n It It tf
NOPSS ON THE DANCE
Idle Robin is a simple enjoya\)le dance set to beautiful
music. Since the steps are no more than mere running
and stamping, this dance can be very easily taught to
the rankest beginners - and the leader with little know
ledge of teaching techniques need not fear this one -
it»s practically fool-proof I The bonus feature is that
no partners are needed - therefore it's a good one to
Tise 6^ an ice-breaker early in the evening, or as a
first dance.
On the eighth running step in Part 1, the dancer should
brace himself on the left foot and then spring into the
four running steps which follow by pushing off on that
left foot. All of the stamps are done on the full foot
with a change of weight on each stamp*
We first mearned this dance from the Hermans at Maine
Polk ])ance Camp in the early fifties. Our notes state
that the Hermans taught the dance from di recti (ms re-
ceived from the Welsh Polk Dance Society. The HM7 re-
cord listed above is 78 rpm shellac 10" and contains
3 other delightfxd Welsh dance tunes. The Delyse disc
is U^ rpm 7"» and much more desirable than the HMV be-
cause of longer playing time and two additional change
melodies - also it's unbreakable. We received our copy
of this lovely Delyse record as a gift from Miss Dee
Livingston who bought it in England last year.
Here's a historical note from the record insert: (no
date given) "Robin Doig is possibly the best known of
all the Welsh ccanmunity dances and is an exEtmple of how
a dance can be spontaneously created by a group of peo-
ple even in this day and age. It happened at a New
Year's Eve Party at PantydTedwen; someone started play
ing the well-known song Bobin Doig and two coitples
started dancing, more or less, the first thing that
came into their heads. In next to no time the whole




lANIS OP THE MOOR




.#.'.# .f. .... . !
lhSlfcf[^i;f*^££MyittQ
One morn for recreation, as I strayed by the sea-side,
While the hills and valleys roiind me, with flowers
were decked with pride,
«Twas there I spied a pretty fiir maid, as she roamed
along the shore;
Like the rose in bloom, red was the cheek of Janie
of the Moor,
I says to her, "My pretty fair maid, why do you so
early rise?"
"I love to breathe the morning air, when the lark
sings in the skies;
I love to roam the beach alone, where loud the
breakers roar,
For It wakes the bosom of the deep," says Janie
of the Moor,
We both sat down together, by a pleasant shady side;
I said, "My dear, with your consent, I'll make you
my bride;
I've plenty at my own command, brought from a
foreign shore,
And proud '3 the man that wins the hand of Janie
of the Moor#"
"I have a sweetheart of my own, lomg time been gone
from me;
Contented I will wait for him, til he returns frcan sea;
Our vows were fondly spoken, and we parted at the door
I'll wait for his return," says Janie of the Moor,
"If you have a sweetheart of your own, pray tell to
me his name,"
"His name is Dennis Ryan, and from New York town
he came;
With loyalty I'll wait for him til he returns on shore,
Then we'll join our hands in wedlock bands," says
Janie of the Moor.
"If his name is Dennis Ryan, it is him I know right well;
"Twas at the battle of Oner Town, by an angry ball
he fell;
Here is a token of true love he on his finger wore,"
She fell and fainted in my arms, dear Janie of the Moor.
And when I saw her loyalty, "Behold, my love," I cried,
"Here is your Dennis Ryan, now standing by your side;
let us go £Lnd get married, and stay at hone on shore;
We'll join our hands in wedlock bands, and I'll roam
the seas no more."















Dr. H-Qgh Thurston of Yancoii-
, B.C. v/rites: "I am reading
your history of the Lancers v;ith
great interest. There are one or
two small points that I think I
can add to it.
s*«r?HfeJ-
"The earliest reference to the
Lancers that I know of goes "back to
1817 • The music itself is undated,
but luckily there is as advertisement
in the Dublin Post, which says:-
"New Q;;Aadrilles - This day is pub-
lished by I* Willis, No 7 Westmoreland
Street, price 3 /3d. "La Dorset", "lodo-
iska," "La Native", "The Lancers," with^^
the figures in J'rench and English as
danced at the Countess of Fainham's ball on Wednesday,
9th of April, 1817 at the Nobility's Assemblies and at
the Rotunda. The music by Yaniewicz and Spagnoletti,
The figures by Mr, Duval."
"The figures were in fact
1, La Dorset (music by Spagnoletti)
2# Lodoiska (music by Kreutze)
3» La Native (music from the Beggar's Opera)
4. Les Graces (music anonymous)
5. Les Jdnclers (music by Yaniewicz)
"[The dance does not seem to have "been so territly
popular at first and more or less died out in England,
though it continued to be danced in France. The French
gave the figures more descriptive names as follows:
1. Les tiroirs ou La Dorset
2. Les lignes ou la Lodoiska
3» Les moulinets ou La Native
^. Les visites ou les Graces
5* t^9 Lanciers ou La Grand chaine
•^The dance seems to have hlossomed into popularity
about 1850, and, according to Lilly Grove in her "book
Dancing t in the Badminton series of Sports and Pastimes,
it was one particular dancing-mistress in London who pop
ularized it by teaching it to four debutantes and their
partners* From the book just mentioned, p^05 we find;
'While these gradual changes in round dances went on,
another new dance sprang into life during the season of
1850. Madame Sacre, the fashionable dancing-mtstress of
that time, held her classes for instruction in the Han-
over Square Rooms, and as her elddr ^^^^ .0 ..-—4
pupils made their appearances in ^^mA, ';..'^^:?i?l^
London society she often persua W&f p^^-js^-^
ded them to look in occasionally v^f- \ -i/
while the younger generation were y^^':^^^:/^^^^^')
under her instruction, and to joiiy'^;. VV^n^;*' ^^A/
in some of the fanciful or novel /i/^/'^M:^ ^.f/'J
dances which she delighted to
teach; thus the Lancers was
first thought of and suggested o' '^-^gp||i;/<
as a welcome addition to the I lif'^^S^'i^VKi
ball programmes. Four young la- ^ |^ ^^/'^'^f A^K
dies who were popular in London
set to work in earnest to learn
and to prectice the very elaborate
figures, while they also induced the
necessary number of young men to join
them* How one smiles to think of such enersr, and to
picture the young men of today taking such trouble over
a dancel Impossible; but it was not so in 1850, when
Lady Georgina Lygon, lady Jane Fielding, Mdlle. 01^ de
1 /'/vvVu^^- m j.^
:A
Lechner (da-ughter of Baroness Brunnow, our R-ussian Am-
"bassadress in Sngland),.and Miss Berkeley danced the
first set of the lanc^re in a'Londoi. ballyoomi It was
danced at the Tiirkish Embassy, at Bath House, at Lady
Caroline Townley's, and many other balls during that
season by the four couples who knew it, whilst others
looked on* The lancers was then considered particularly
pretty and graceful, and was very different frcan the
lively friskiness of the fin de siecls df.nra as we know
it; there was indeed a certain 'stately g;?ace about it
which is enviraly lost.* (Ed« note. This is not a con*?.'
tradiction. Let's see what the figures were like as gi-
ven in the" Dublin Post, since they seam to be the ones
danced in the Londm ballroeiri)#
Dr. Thurston continues: "The early figures Sr3em a
little more elaborate than the one^ ^hich crystallized
ab out 185 under Cellarius , Coul on-, etc. Here for ex-
ample- is the first figure.
»*1st lady and opposite Gent chaEFsez to the right
and left'^d swing quite round with right hand
to place, 1st lady and Gent and opposite couple,
change places and back again, let lady and Gent .;
passing in the centre and return to places pass-
ing outride, the ^ Gents join left hands in the
centre at the same time^ their right hands to
their partners, all forming a cross and ballotez,:
the Gent, change places with their partners, the
k ladies coming to the centre. Joining both
right and left hands with each other, forming a
cage, the 4 ladies with hands joined dance round .
to the left, while the Gentlemen singly dance
quite round the reverse way outside, then turn





1st Gent and Lady advance and retire twice, the
second time he leaves the Lady on the left of
the opposite Gent, Chassez to the right and left
and txffn your partner right and left entirely.
Balances to the sides, then advance and retire
in two lines, and ttirn partners to places. The
other 6 do the same.
3rd figure, la Native
1st Lady chassez forv;ard alone, then the oppo-
site Gent, Both chassez to the right and pirou-
ette chassez and glide together roimd to the
left into their own places, then the four Ladies
join their right hands in the centre, at the
same time giving their left hands to their part-
ner's left hand, all dancing quite round in the
form of a cross, each Gent turns his partner
round to the left into their own places. The oth
er 6 do the same.
4th figure. Les Graces
One Gentleman and his partner with the Lady on
his left, the three advance and retire twice,
Balancez and pass between the two ladies, three
half round to the left and "back again, the other
three Gentlemen do the same figure, after which
the ladies do the same figure with the Gentlemen.
34
5th figure. Lea Lanciers
Right and left all roimd making ballotez every
time, the right and left hand is given, let Gent
gives his right hand to his partner's left, and
turn half rotind in their ovm places, their backs
to the 3rd couple, the 2nd Gent, and Lady follow
the 1st couple, the 3rd Gent, and Lady folliw
the 2nd couple* the 4th Gent, and Lady follow
the 3rd couple; only one couple adw^ncing at a
time, when all form in two lines^ the Ladies on
the right hand of the Gent, all facing the top
of the room, then chassea all acrcss twice, and
pas de b£>.sque to the right, the Oant, turn off
round to the left, and the Ladies to the right,
the Gents following 1st Gent, ^nd the Ladies fol
lowing Ist lady, when all are returned to the
former situation they turn off, then form two
lines, each Gent, facing his partner and chassez
forward and back, each Gent, turns his partner
into thelT own places.
Conclude *.vi th tha grand sqtiare, viz. 1st and 3rd
couple chi^^sez forward, while the side couples
chassaa op a; 1st & 3rd couple chassez open
while the side couples chassez forward; 1st &
3rd coTiplaft chassez back, while the side couples
chassea c L.as; 1st & 3rd couple chassez into pla
ces while tba side couple chassez backward into
places, Tne figure commences next with the 2nd
couple, then with the 3rd, then with the 4th,
when the said couples commence the figure they
chassez forward in the square, while the 1st &
3rd couple chassez open,"
Dr, Thurston concludes with: "I don»t know how the
Encyclopedia Britannica came to miss the early history
of the dance, but as a matter of fact I've alv?ays found






Mr, Howard M. Smith, of
Phoenix, Arizona, sent iis "The
Figures of the Lanfier qmdrillej ^ .,
translated from the ^French, p.r^^^J?
cisely as ta-ught by Celarius ^'O-J^Oy
Paris, and Monsieur Martin of /y^')
Philadelphia. There can be no );/
question but what it is the y\
same Lancer (^-uadrille we have {i^\- -q. -..^ .
been describing. Since we are^'^>f;. |^ v::^~-:^._^ Cj //
trying to make this series of"^''"'' h 4/^.-:'^^^''^^^-^^^
Historical Notes as complete aa i\V-^f/ v :-^
possible we will include the /V/^
'"' ' '''^'^'&/ -'
figures here. The minor dif- /-IZ/r, fl-^Xl^^j^V 7
ferences are worthy of note and •'^-^'^-—-^"' —- ^
in acme cases the descriptions
are more complete. If you are still of the opinion that
"Square Through" is a "modem basic" originated by a
Californian square dance caller then take particular





composed for the piano
"Wtith a precise and perfect description of the new fig-
ures as executed at the principal courts of Surope and
at the "ELITE" of fashionable parties and balls, and as
taught by Monsieur Martin of the Imperial Academy of
Paris and Professors at Philadelphia."
1st Figure.
The 1st Gentleman and opposite Lady forward and
back (^ bars), hands round with the same Lady {h bars)
the 3rd Gent take his partner* s hand and both pass be
tween the 1st Couple who cross to change places
with them (^ bars), repeat the same to regain places,
the 3r4 Couple passing outside, this time (^ bars).
Each Gentleman balance In place with the Lady on his
left {,h bars), hands round with same Lady and all fin
ish' In places (4 bars). In all Zk bara, (Phis fig-
ure is danced 4 times,
2nd Pigtire
The 1st Gent and Partner forward twice and back
leaving her the 2nd time on the left of the oppo
site Gent: vjith her back towards him (8 bars),
thus placed face to face with her Partner, he
does chasBez-cross to the right and left (4 bags)
Here all form in double line as follows - 2nd
Gent i:aJces the right hand of the Ist Lady add
his Partner takes the left hand of the 3rd Gent
while the 4th Gent takes the right hand of the
3rd Lady and his Partner takes the left hand of
the 1st Gent* Thus formed in two lines face to
face, forv/ard 8 and back (4 bare), forward again
and hands round with Partners to place, (4 bars).






The 1st Gent and opposite Lady forward twice (6
bars) thon reverential bow on (pause and 2 bars).
The 4 Ladies cross ha-nds in the center with
right hands, giving their left hands to the left
hands of their Partners and with their right
hands encircle the Ladies waists, and all turn
once roTand (4 bars) then return to places with-
out releasing the Ladies' waists. (4 bars). In
all (16 bars). This figrire is danced four times.
Of late, Pupils of Celarius replace the last 8
bars of this figure by the double Ladies Chain,
:>(
ijth. Figure
The 1st and 3i'd couples each visit the couples
on their right and bow (4 baro), each repeat the
same ceremony with the couple on their left (4
b^rs), chasse cross with the couple now facing
(4 bars), Ist and 3rd couples return to places
{k bars) then double right and left with their
opposite couple (8 bars). In all (24 bars), This
figure is danced four times. This figure may be
executed by visiting the couples singly, if pre-
ferred. Such was the original way#
5th Figure
To give more animation to this figure it is dan-
ced with the Polka Step, During the 8 bars of in-
troduction, each Gent; will take with his right
hand the right hand of his Partner, preparatory
to commencing the grand chain, in which all the
Gents go round to their right and ladies to
their left. Grand Chain. All start relinquishing
right hands of Partners and take with the left
hand that of the first person they meet (1 bar),
the right hand to the next, dancing two Polka
Steps in place with him or her (3 bars), and so
continue with left hands (1 bar) right hands,
and two Polka Steps (3 bars) left hands (1 bar)
and lastly right hands to Partners with two Pol-
ka Steps in their original places (3 bars). In
all (l6 bars). Here the 1st Couple turn half
roimd in place, so as to present their backs to
the opposites (2 bars) the 2nd Couple come and
place themselves behind the first (2 bars), the
ifth Couple now ccane behind the second (2 bars),
the 3rd Couple which now finds itself behind the
others, mark two Polka Steps in place and remain
in line with them (2 bars). In all (8 bars),
thus formed in two straight lines, all chasse
cross in line with Partners (2 bars) and (2 bars)
balance and Polka steps in place, recross with
Partners (2 bars) and balance again (2 bars). In
all (8 bars). Here all Gents follow each other
in promenade turning and ascending by their left,
the Ladies do the same, turning and ascending by
their right (^ bars), here each Gent meets his
Partner, takes her hand and descends in straight
line with her, and separates from her forming at
the same time two lines face to face {k bars),
the line of ladies holding hands, and Gents the
same, each line forward by two Polka Steps,
(2 bars) the same back (2 bars) the same again
forward (2 bars) take Partners hands and tiim to
places (2 bars) retaining right hands to recom-
mence immediately the grand chain which commen-
ces and terminates this figure. In all (48 bars).
N.B,, ( The last time this figure is repeated it
requires 64 bars). The music is marked according
ly.' '
Note: To admit of no doubt in the minds of ama-
tures respecting the rectitude of the above des-
cribed figures, I do hereby certify, without
fear of contradiction, that they were taught to
the fashionable world of Paris, Dieppe, &c. im-\
the years 1855 & 56 by the Great Professor Cel-
arlus, precisely as indicated above and in no
other manner.
Jules Martin
Of the Imperial Academy of Paris
Professor at Philadelphia
Entered according to Act of Congress AD 1857 by
Lee & Walker at the Glerk»s office of the D.G.
Court in the En, Dt, of Penna*
-^7
Mrs, Grove concludes her paragraphs on the Lancerrs
with this: "It is amusing to read over the published
directions given in 1850, in a fashionable newspaper,
as to the 'etiquette of dancing the lancers',
'This elegant dance, denominated as "Hart's set",
when well executed, is one in which the dancer can did-
play his skill to great advantage,' the critic says,
'It consists of four couples arranged vis-a-vis, and
the figures were thus danced: let figure, "La Chaine"
.
The leading lady and opposite gentleman advance and re-
tire, re-advance, turn with both hands and retire; the
leading couple pass between the opposite couple and re-
ttim outside to their places; all four couples set to
comers; repeat four times.' Then come directions for
the other figures - 'Zodorska', D'Orset,' 'L'Btoile*,
and 'Finale les lancers'. Though thoroughly established
in popularity and regularly danced for some years at
private houses, it was quite ten years before the lan-
cers was included in the programme at Her Majesty's
State balls, where now it is never canitted; but one
doubts if the original arrangers of this dance would
recognise S(»ne of the figures as performed with the
lively additions of modern hilarity, or would quite ap-
preciate the change."
End of Part 3.
The Bost<m Branch of the Royal Scottish Country Dance
Society announces plans for its eleventh annirnl week-
end of Scottish Dancing, July 17-19 » 19^^ a* Pinewoods
Camp, Plymouth, Mass, Further information may be obtain
ed by writing to Mrs* Robert 0. Smith, 55 Chester St,
Newton 61, Mass*
And or Czompo of Dekalb, Illinois, will teach the Tambu-
ritzanfl dances from Htingary to be used in the 1964-65





'by GEOEGB ULISJCH \^^o)
Have you eve 1^ considered the non-sq.uare dancer's
image of sqtjare dancing? What comes to mind when you
mention that you aire going sqxare dancing?
Is it the old hillbilly tunes we used to hear in
the, early days of radio? "Turkey in the Straw'' /and
"Irish Washerwoman"? A bunch of roughnecks in jeans
and red ban^ianas whooping it up in a baip.? sneaking
out occasionally for a pull at the "little orown jug"?
All too often this is the case, and it is up to
us as members of the modern square dance movement to
change this image.
Some dancers, considering this to be cute or pic-
turesque, v;ill use it in advertising and in maga sines*
Invariably, if A non-sqimre dancer is asked to help
with drawings, you will come up with something that
looks as ,if it were taken from an advertisement for
Ever-ready batteries.
The beautiful dresses, many of them rivaling even
ing dresses, and the neat western shirt and pants come
as a complete siirprise to the non square dancer.
It seems that a little emphasis on the "modern
square dance" would help to correct this picture.
In our advertising, let's show dancers as they
really are, and if there is any mention of calls
choose the new and popular tunes. Never miss a chance
to emphasize the non-drinking aspect of modern square
dancing.
Gradually, the public image of square dancing
will change to what it really is, the most friendly,
wholes(»ne recreation possible - and the most fun.
Oregon Federation Hews l/6^
r
r :^^|s^...: , ^ I i^ :.' ^^ -f ,.-i:, X 5* H^«i^H ]
Booii iisyjsiu
SWIN& BELOT, by Ed Moody* i^2pp, $1.50
Good things come in small packages, and this short (^2
pages), inexpensive ($1,50) handbook of New England con
tra dances is undoubtedly a good thing. The lively and
informal style which one has come to associate with New
England dancers (remember "The Country Dance Book"?)
never gets in the way of good sound description.
The book contains 51 contras, I think (there is no in-
dex, unfortunately); a very small proportion of those
that have appeared in print over the years, but very
carefully selected for liveliness and attractive dance-
ability. An interesting item shows an early (1810) ver-
sion of one dance and a modern version of the same - it
is surprising how a few quite small changes can bring
the dance to life. This book is in fact for the practi-
cing dancer, not for the historical researcher: it mix-
es together such historical dances as Spanking Jack
^2
with traditional favorites like Money Musk and some of
the "better modern ones like Verona's Favorite. (I miss-
ed my own favorite modern contra though: the Bucksaw
contra).
The book is designed for sqiiare-dancers who are not ver
sed in contras, hut in fact it will be useful to almost
any kind of dancer who wants to learn contra dancing
- even to contra dancers themselves,
No book is qui tec perfect and there are al. couple of
statements that Ed cannot be allowed to get away with,
Pirst, he describes "Lady ¥alpole»s Reel" as Scottish:
it is not. Secondly, he says that Money Musk "came to
us from Scotland and is still done in its traditional
patterns by our Scottish dance organizations^. The mu-
sic is indeed Scottish, but the dance is Snglish; more-
over, although the dance has been resurrected by Scot*-
tish country dancers, their reconstruction is far from
accurate. Indeed, the American version (especially the
one which takes 32 measures) is closer to the original.
And I wish that he*d get kicked with his kick balance I
But these are small points. The book does what it set
out to in exemplary fashion, and can be heartily recom-
mended to any contra ent|[usiast.
Hugh Thurston
;^^ Wl^'.V^T-y ^^
The Tamburitzans will appear at the New York V/orldVs
Fair on Sunday, July 26, Their concert appearance is
set for the Fair's 15,000 seat arena. The Fair appear-
ance should mark the largest audience ever to see the
Tamburitzans in this country. In Europe the Tamburit-
sans have appeared before 20,000 plus audiences,
"Ballads of the Balkans" a . new Tamburitzan long-play
record will be released in June. .. Another recori-




PIHEMBH DMCl WHIEB MILL BURNS
fIt was on the evening of Dec.
16, 1856, when the Deluge euid Nep-
tune Engine companies were holding
their Second Annual Levee in the "New Town Hall, "It was
some affair, with the firemen all in uniform and every
body invited. The concert COTunenced at 7 o»clock (Bos-
ton time), follovred by dancing until daylight*
To lend atmosphere to the occasion, the Deluge
hand pump was dragged up the stairs into the hall* In
the wee sma* hours, while the gentlemen of the red
shirts were dancing with their ladies around the fire
engine, the old First church bell began to clang, and
a wild-eyed man busted into the hall, and betfreen
gasps for breath, informed the assemblage that the saw
mill of Nims, CrossfieId & Thompson, in the north part
of the village, was on fire. In fact, it had been bum
ing for some time, but as all the live ones were in
the town hall, and the old folks had been in the feath
ers for hours, nobody knew anything about it.
After some delay in getting the Deluge down the
stairs to terra firma, they made a fast run to the
fire, but too late - when they arrived upon the scene
the whole works were flat as a pancake. Loss $2,000.





MCING MASTER, This Is to. acqtiaint all ;•Gentlemen and
others, that Edward lastone, Dancing Master is removed
to 'a Large House in King, Street, Boston, where young
ladies may be Ace <an©dated with" Boarding, and Taoight
all sorts of Needle-workvWith Musick and Dancing, etc.
N.B, ©ancing Days are Monday, Thtirsday: and Saturday in
the afternoons, Thursdays being Piibiick for all Gentle
men and Ladies that please to come and see the Perfor-
mance (Bos t on Gaze tte j Sept . 12-19 > 1720
)
DANCING SCHOOL. Whereas Enquiry hath been made by sev-
eral Persons, concerning the Opening of the Dancing
School in King Street, in Order for Piibiick Dancings
as formerly; These are therefore to inform all Gentle-
men and others, That for the future there will be no
mdre STjtfsh Meetings on Thursdays*
(Boston Gazette, Feb/ 10/l7, 1728/9)
DANCING SCHOOL. "Passing by the Town-House on Saturday
the 11th of this Month, a piece of Paper was slipt in-
to my Hand, giving notice of an Entertainment of Mu-
sick and Dancing, (call'd by the fashionable name of
an Assembly) to be held at Mr. Pelham's Dancing School
on the Thursday following, &c, which Entertainment, as
I am inform* s is to be repeated Monthly, for the bene-
fit of Gentlemen and Ladies, I could not read this Ad-
vertisement without being startled and concerned at
the Birth of ao formidable a Monster in this part of
the World; and I began to consider what could give en-
couragement to so Licentious and Expensive a Diversion^
in a Tov/n famous for its Decency and Good Order, and
at a Time when Poverty is coming upon us like an armed
Man; v/hen our Trade is Daily Decreasing, and our Debts
and Poor Multiplying upon us ."(The contributor contin-
ues with observations on the need for virtue and econo-
my and the ill effects of Assemblies.) ''And they are
Mischiefs which demand a General Remedy, by the inter-
position of Public Authority; For what single Person,
tho' ever so Prudent or St one-hearted, dtirst deny a be-
loved Wife or lavorite Daughter, the Liberty of a Plea-
sure indTilged to all their Neighbours and A-cq-uaintance
?
And if Madam & Miss are not suffered to shake their
Heels Abroad, they will make the House & family shake
at Home,"
(Boston NewB-Letter, Nov. 9/16, 1732.)
7<^.-i<Ay/
The Moiseyev Dance Company of Moscow will make its third
tour of the United Spates and Canada in the Spring of
1965. The 16-week tour is being arranged by impressario
S , Hutok under terms of the cultural exchange between
the United States and the Soviet IMion, A Boston engage-
ment is planned for mid-June I965 under the auspices of
the Boston University Celebrity Series, The itinerary
calls for the troupe of 100 to open a New York engage-
ment at the Metropolitan Opera House on May 17» 1965.
The program will be of works based on folk dances of the
Soviet Union, Igor Moiseyev is the director and choreo-







When musk losenges were rated as a dancer's deodorant
de liaxe?
When you cou^d find your sausage after frying it?
When the sight of a fat man smoking a cigaret made you
want to laugh?
When you saved daylight without fooling with the clock?
When our residential streets were lined with picket
fences?
When pie was a nickel a cut with cheese thrown in?
When they sang "Just "because she made dem goo-goo eyes"?
When you had to take sulphur and molasses every spring?
When men worked ten hours a day - AND HOWl
When 'h'iled shirts" were worn "to mill and to meetin'**?
When the women folks braided palm leaf "on the side"?
When if you ate a cardamon seed you became an object
of suspicion?
When men had hot cream of tartar biscuits for supper?
When "cigarette pict-ures" were tho\ight demoralizing to
youth?
When auctions were largely attended for the crackera
and cheese?
When there were no traffic regulations?
When there was no traffic?
When you could run meat and grocery bills a year/
When of you hou^t a "winter squash", so called, you
couldn't cut it with a putty knife?
When you felt that you had mastered the tohaoco chew-
er*s art, how you looked forward to a new fall of snow?
When the old gray mare got so "she wasn't what she
used to be?"
When aut<anobiles had no wind-shields and the dor-bugs
were out in force?
When a "bulged can" exploded in the grocery store and
you thought you were being assassinated?
It really wasnH so long ago*
Bootleg: This term derives from the cowboy practice of
carrying objects seciretly innthe top of a wide-mouthed
boot«
Troubadour; Troubadours were wandering singers who made
up stories and sang them to entertain other people. The
word troTibadour actually means inventor.
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Real Estate: We call land real estate, tut the term
v/as originally "royal" estate. Since all land once "be-
longed to the king, it. was part of the royal estate.
Get Down to Brass Tacks: Wn&n we nse this expression,
we are asking for the facts. The saying stems from
sailing days, and refers to the cleaning of a ship's
hull. Whan it was thoroughly scrubbed, the brass holts
on the bottom were clearly exposed*
In the Jug: We use this expression when someone is in
jail. In Scotland years ago, an iron yoke or "joug,"
W£3 put around a pri sonar's neck when he was- exhibited
for punisiMunent, When piri^ons were built of stone, they
vfefe called " s tpne
,
j ougs " , but eventxially be c&me Jus t
jugs. ' y '" -:^ '- .. . = ^- , ,
.Riff Raff: Persons of low means are .sometimes xjalied
riffraff*. It lit.eirally means trash that Is fiirept away.
Riff, in French-, refers to rifler, or a thief, and in
Swedish raff means sweepings. u
mm
They used .to tell the story of a woman who bought tick-
ets at a station oh the Ifermont & Massachusetts rail-
road for the tr!insportation of herself and boy to Keene,
Wlien the Cheshire railroad conductor examined the tick
eta, he took a look at the boy and said, "Madam, this
yoLing man is too old to be traveling on half fare.**
The Woman snapped out, "That may be, but he wasn't
when we started I"
"The fools are not all dead yet,
I will tell you the reason why: .^^^l
The young fools, they grow up, # -> f




When migrating geese fly d-ue north or south, it is be-
lieved the weather will be fair. When the flock wan-
ders in flight to the east or west, it is likely to
rain or snow. The old saying runs like this: "South or
north, sally forth; West or east, travel least.
W
When flocks fly high, it is an indication of fair wea-
ther; when flying low, stormy weather.
Swallows and bats are onsenred to swoop close to the
ground before a rain. Their ear mechanisms are sensi-
tive and affected by q_uick changes of air pressiire* By
dipping low they are taking advantage of the higher
air pressure close to the surface of the earth*
INDIAN WEATHER OffilNS
When the moon wears a halo about her head, she will
cry before morning and her tears (rain) will reach you
tomorrow.
When the night has a fever, it cries in the morning,
(That is, when the temperature rises after nine in the
evening, it is likely to rain.)
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Whatever you are doing when you hear the first frog in
the spring will be the thing you will be doing most
often during the year.
In the spring, warm weather follows the full of a moon.
In the fall, the first frost follows the full of the
moon.
Six weeks after the crickets aiag there will be a frost:
The south wind will blow twenty-four hours after the
Iforthern Lights are visible.
March rains serve only to fill ditches.
Hather see a devil than a robin in March.
Cold weather follows a spring thunder shower.
Warm weather follows a fall thunder shower.
An especially clear sunset is the sign of a storm with
in three days.
=
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It is a sign of a storm when the owl hoots in winter,
' mmnm
, ^ ,.,
stop eating when you are enjoying it most (German)
The destiny of nations depends on what they eat( French])
Eating whils eeated makes one large of size; eating
while standing makes one strong (Hindu).
Men make laws, women make manners ( French)
•"
The difference between a man and a woman is that a man
looks forward, and a woman remembers (Anon).







•| cup crumbled blue cheese (about 3 oz.)
1 3-02; pkg. cream cheese
^ tbsps. milk or cream
Blend all ingredients together and chill.
Serve with chips or cuackerB,
NIPPY DIP
1 cup grated cheddar cheese \ cup milk
3A Clip crumbled blue cheese Dash hot-pepper sauce
1 clove garlic 1 tsp, Worcestershire sauce
Wipe the bowl with the garlic clove. Blend the other in-
gredients thoroughly and chill. Serve with crackers.
TCmTO MAEMIADB
Scald and peel 8 lbs. of ripe tomatoes. Slice, drain,
discard half the Juice, He turn the other half to tomato
pulp. Add 3 oranges and 2 lemons, seeded and sliced ve-
ry thin, slices quartered. Add j- oz. stick cinnamon, !
oz, whole cloves. Measure the mixture and add pint for
pint white sugar. Cook quickly in large open kettle,
flat not deep, until a little poured in a saucer crin-
kles around the edge. Can as usual. Do not double this
recipe. (Mrs. Alys Warren, Amherst, U.H.)
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A rotary "beater often does wonders in removing lumps
from a sauce
,
Delightful sauce for fish fillets: melted hutter mixed
with lemon Juice and minced parsley,
Maitre d'hotsl butter is nothing more than soft butter
mixed with lemon juice and minced parsley. Usually
this combination is used as a topping for fish or
steak.
Remove paper stuck to a wooden table by first allowing
a few drops of oil to soak into the paper. Then rub
the paper gently with a clean, soft cloth,
Nail polish remover can be used to clean the type on a
typewriter. The solution will not harm the metal and
dries instantly.
Candles which are used just for decoration will not
wilt if you give them a coat of clear shellac.
Chill candles in the refrigerator 24 hours before us-
ing them on the table. They will burn evenly - and
they wpi^'t. dripl
. If glue becomes hardened in a bottle, add a little vin-'
egar to soften it,
I
A little nail polish remover will clean paint spotf^
from windows,
, Restore discolored china to its original whiteness by
scouring it vrith a solution of baking soda, vinegar,
and salt.
Place a large sponge at 'the bottom of the umbrella
. 'stand to absorb water drippings.
////////// /
The seventh anntial aPolk Dance C-^inp, sponsored by the
Folk Dance Leadership Council of .'hicago will be held
the weekend of Jirne 12th, 13th & T^th, 196^ at beauti-
ful lakeside Forest Beach Y,M,C.^« Camp on the shore
Lake Michigan at New Buffalo, M* .higan. Write to Frank
Alsberg, Regi strain, iMS* ^-.shlan(- Ave. Evans ton. 111.
The Folk Dance Center of Philadelphia announce a series i
of "FOLK DANCING UND^^R THE STARS" on the East Terrace j
of the Art Museum, with "your favorite leaders every
Thursday Evening 8:00 to 10:30 p.m. June ^ through
September Z^, Donation ,25^
Why don't you write for copies of "THE TAMBURITZAN" a
bi-monthly magazine designed to keep all interested
persons informed of the Tamburitzan nevrs and activities.
It is free. To receive it regularly or for details on
any Q,ctivity write: Tamburitzans, Duquesne University,
Pittsburgh, Pa. (15219)
Nibs Matthews, great English Country and Sword Dance
teacher will be in the United States for one year be-
ginning August 196^. With him will be his wife, Jean, a
talented violinist. Anyone wishing an Institute on
English Dancing or Weekend of same, please contact the
Country Dance Society, 55 Christopher St. New York,
N,Y, for full details. The Matthews are delightful
people and should do a lot for all forms of English
dancing in this country and Canada during tieir visit.
DON'T FORGETlll Maine Folk Dance Camp's Six Sessions
for 196^ - June 13 - 19 Jnly ^ - 11
June 20 - 26 August 16 - 21
June 27 - July 3 August 23 - 28
Last August Session - Family Camp. Further information
by writing to: Mary Ann Herman, Pioneer Camps
Bridgton, Maine
Don't Waitl Register Nowl This Is A Fine Campl
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